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ROPE LAMP 230V 

Condition: New 

Hemp lamp 

- Deoorative lighting

- Ceiling light

- For E40 bulb

- Measures 120 x 25 mm

The hemp lamp is for an E40 bulb. It is ideal to decorate environments 
with a marine spirit or with a vintage style, for !tis you can get light 
bulbs that will go according to the decoration. 
You can hang it straight or you can make a knot or several on the 
hemp rope to create OWTI and original designs. It is a different lamp 
that can fit with min

i

malist designs and contrast in very modem 
environments. 
Characteristics of hemp lamp 
Vintage style decorative lamp 
Measures: 120x25mm 
For E40 bulbs 
Hemp material 
Lamp applications: 
Bars, restaurants, hotels, catering in general. 
Premises and shopping centers. 
Offices with style. 
Home decoration in general. 



Combine it with all kinds of E27 LED bulbs, they 

all look good on you. 

Both vintage style bulbs, nordic, colored, candle 

... is a type of lamp that blends perfectly with all 

kinds of lamps. 
Applications of bicycle lamp: 

- Decoration and lighting of the home, shops and
premises, restaurants, bars and cafes.

- Ideal for interior decoration and open spaces.
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BOMBER LAMP VINTAGE LED PIPE LAMP WITH CANON 

SHAPE 

Condition: New 
LAMP OF PIPE WITH FORMA DE CANON, has a Vintage and 
Industrial style and has a good base to support on the floor or if you 
want you can place it on any type of table, shelf or bar for example. 
The shape of the pipes are like those of before galvanized steel 
finished in a color type aged metal. It works with 1 bulb E27 cap that 
does not exceed 40W of power. 

Applications of the vintage pipe 
lamp: 
For any place that uses old or 
industrial style to decorate. 
Highly recommended for use in 
hospitality, your customers will 
be really impressed. 
In rooms or rooms with industrial 
ambience. 
Premises and shops vintage, 
antiques, furniture, retro items in 
general. 



The industrial style pipe lamp is ideal for Vintage decorations Its style is 
unique since it achieves an appearance similar to that of the pipes used in the
past. Its shape means you can use it in different ways, either with the bulb up or 
down or honzontally, also can be combined with the other wall pipe lamp that 
has MIO bulbs arxJ together make a unique decoration. 
It is very easy to install and thanks to �s size can be placed in corridors or small 
rooms giving a different style. The bulb used is E27 with a maximum pw.,er of 
4CNV, having the ability to combine � with vintage bulbs and achieve a perfect
finish. In addition, the LED technology used makes consumption much lower. 

Features vintage wall lamp: 
Cap:E27 
Extelior color: Aged metal 
Maximum pov,er: 40W 
Frequency: SOHZ 
Voltage: 23'0V 
lrxJustrial or vintage decoration.

Vintage pipe lamp applications 
Industrial or avintage style decoration 
Hotel lighting. 

Domestic decoration with vintage style. 
Lighting in stores, shops and bars. 
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VINTAGE TABLE LAMP STYLE PIPES 

Condition: New 
VINTAGE TABLE LAMP STYLE PIPES. Wthin the vintage deooration we find the 
des.gns of pipes with their more industrial and distinctive touch. The  lamp with
support for tables or bars is ideal thanks to its metal finish aged with red.
We reoommend you to combine your space with our range of ceiling lamps with hemp 
rope as well as with E27 cap light bulbs from the vintage rollection to achieve a wanner 
and more welooming atmosphere. 
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Features of vintage  table lamp style pipes 
Exterior color. Aged metal. 
Material: galvanized iron 
For bulb with E27 socket 
Maximum power: 40W 
Frequency 50HZ 
Voltage 230V 
Vintage or retro decoration with industrial 
touch. 
Possibility of creating different light
environments combining their bulbs. 
Measures: 470mm. x 180mm 

PIPPO TABLE LAMP
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190mm 

---et>�•�t>�VALKYRIA LAMPS 

Nordic pendant lamp. Matte black on the outside 

and golden inside for a perfect transmission of 

light, recreating very warm and cozy 

environments. Inspired by the models of Tom 

Dixon - Beat Tall. 

Solira



235mm 

---+::[>H • .-i[>�VALKYRIA LAMPS 

LAMP DESIGN SCANDINAVO OLGA

Scandinavian design lamp. Matte black on the outside and golden 

colors inside. Of minimalist and elegant style, perfect for diaphanous 

spaoes, little recharged. Based on the Beat Fat model by designer 

Tom Dixon. 

SCAN DI NAVO STYLE LAMP FOR HOME DECORATION AND HOSPITALITY. 
Talking about TOM DIXON are big words. It is one of the BEST LAMP DESIGNERS in the wortd. The 
Scandinavian-style lamp is based on one of its most successful models but at a PRICE OF ALL REVENUES. 
To buy this type of lamp to DE CORA TE ANY ROOM OF YOUR HOUSE OR LIKE DECORATIVE LIGHTING in any 
type cl b-ade, restaurant or hotel is a plus that your guests or dienlS will appreciate. 

WE RECOMMEND YOU 
PASSING TO THE 
NORDIC-SCANDINAVO STYLE, 
but we 111am you once you by tt you 
can not stop decorating your house 
with these fabulous designs. 

This is thanks to its simple but inspving lines, REMEMBERING THIS DESIGN TO THE OLD COPPER 
POTS for cooking, for its golden colors that cover the intefior of the lamp with honeycomb textures that 
make the light shine in all tts splendor, Ming the rooms with a radiant golden color. 
COMBINE VARIOUS LAMPS FROM THE VALJ<YRIA LAMP COLLECTION IMLL PROVIDE A 
TOUCH OF DISTINCTION AND GOOD TASTE TO THE HALL that has the privilege of having these 
great lamps of Scandinavian design, because � something distinguishes this type cl style is for its 
minimalism, its aesthetics simple but of great beauty and the ease of combining them with all kinds of
decoration. 



360mm 

----t,.;;t>,.....llll�l>�VALKYRIA LAMPS 

Its design overflows simplicity wherever you look, but at the same 

time an elegance and absolute beauty. Its golden interior 

combines perfectly with the black that covers its exterior. Thanks 

to this color combination, it is perfect 

NORMAL LAMP 

MINIMALIST KOLODA



VINTAGE CINEMA

Condition: New Cinema 
type cinema camera 
wjth extendable 
function, folding and 
with tabs. 
Made of metal with 
socket for standard LED 
bulbs. 

215mm 
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Applications: 
Restaurants 
Party rooms 
Living room or dining room 
Shops or shops 
Functions: 
Defined lighting 
Extendable arm 
Specific for indoor use 
Easy installation and energy saving 



Applications: 
Restaurants 

Party rooms 
Living room or dining room 

Shops or shops 
Functions: 
Defined lighting 
Extendable arm 
Specific for indoor use 
Easy installation and energy saving 

520mm 

170mm 
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VINTAGE LAMP CINEMA

Cond�ion: New 

Vintage Series presents ... Cinema Lamp! 

A Hollywood style lamp that will take you to the most 

exclusive movie sets. The focus is perfectly adjustable 

to highlight the objects that you like or impact the light 

in only one area. 



-

Vintage Cinema Tripod Industrial Lamp Black 

Are you a filmmaker? Then you can not 

miss the Vintage Cinema Tripod lamp in 

your home or business. Its adjustable focus 

is very easy to move to highlight the objects 

that you like or impact the light in only one 

area. 

Applications: 

Restaurants 

Party rooms 

Living room or dining 

room 

Shops or shops 

Functions: 

Defined lighting 

Extendable arm 

Specific for indoor use 

Easy installation and 

energy saving 



Are you a filmmaker? Then you can not miss the 

Vintage Cinema Tripod 67cm lamp in your home or 

business. Its adjustable focus is very easy to move to 

highlight the objects that you like or impact the light in 

only one area. 

Features of the mini 
tripod lamp: 
Defined lighting 
Extendable arm 
Specific for indoor use 
Easy installation and 
energy saving 

Vintage lamp 
applications 
Restaurants 
Party rooms 
Living room or dining 

room 
Shops or shops 
Photographic studies 
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- Material: Chrome Aluminum

- Maximum power: 40W

-E27 cap

- Head measures: 230mm x 190mm

Applications of the lamp: 

This product is made to be placed in a 

decorative way in houses or premises, 

with tt we will get a GREATER 

LIGHTING wtth a unique and original 

style that will take us to the old 

Hollywood. 

Combinations: 

The lamp can be combined with different tripods 

to achieve the height and color that fits most, is 

available in 42 cm and 120 cm, we can also select 

the type of tone we want in bronze or chrome. 

In addition, for this type of lamp we recommend 

an E27 LED bulb that does not exceed 40W of 

maximum power. 

f 
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Condition New 
LAMP LANTERN LED ROOF WITH VINTAGE 
S1YLE. The model allows you to recreate an 
authentic retro decoration thanks to its aged metal 
color. You can bring a very distinctive touch if you 
combine it with vintage LED bulbs from the same 
collection. 

These warm filament bulbs provide a coz.; and 

warm atmosphere, also counting on the soft 
diffusion of the light with its craquelure crystal. 
In add�ion to this, you can complete your decoration 
with its corresponding STANDING FOOL, THE 
WATSON MODEL 

Tne Vinla;)e LED ceiling m:em !Mlp is able to reaeate lhe best retro 
environmeris thanks to is (X)lor in ,ued metal. In addit'or\ ils craqu;lue 
ayslal frish ccmtinedwilh vnage bubs of the same range, wil provide a 
WMYI MdU1ique�. 
Each of �s delails pe<feclly nm the latest novemes in vintage inteoor 
de::oraliort 
It uses Wl:15 with E27 cap with a maxim.rn power of 4fJ,/V, You can get to 
know Uie wtde range of decorative Wbs with W'llage tcudl to be ;J:Je to 
combine ,w11 the lamp, wilh a much lower oonsurr¢on than usual tha'l<s to 
its LEO techrdogy. 
In addfficn to lhs, ycu can complete the desiglof your staywilh ycur 
FOOTLIGHT m:1er the same reteren:ie, as they will work in harrn<:ro/ to 
rapreser« u,e vintage style. 
Features of the Village LBD ceding lantern lamp: 
Ex1enor color. Aged metal. 
For bulb will E27 socket 
Maxim.rn power 4(J,N
Fr�:50HZ 
VOitage: 2»J
Vintage or relro decoration. 
Possblity of crea-Jng d1erant light en,,rormen!S. 
Measures: 340nrn x 160m1 180mm 



PENDANT LAMP OF ROPE PIPE WITH 6
11 
STRINGS OF HEMP 

Gondili� 
PEND�P OF PIPELINE WITH 
SIX W�PAPERS UFACTURED 
IN H� ROPE. its sbinQS are 
movable and can different types 
of styles with it Tie , roll them . 
the pipeline or them. Pip
bulbs of �iffe , aeating 'N tamp 
designed to yo . Light up yot.1
res1aurant, shop or lounge with a vi tage 
and industrial style. Hang It tmn:�

ceiling or from a beam to give a ·a1 
tou..,91.RYOUr space. 

Length 990mm 

Bulb E27 

Life span 30.000 horas 

Depth 1797mm (ajustable) 

Voltage 230V 

Diameter 55mm 

Flower 400x22mm 



Applications of the pulley lamp: 
Ideal for hotels, bars, restaurants, 
hotels and rural houses. 
For interior decoration with 
industrial and vintage style, both at 
home and in commercial 
premises. 
Highly recommended for use on 
the table, with the possibility of 
playing with the height to adapt 
perfectly to any environment and 

type of table. 
-

Industrial pulley lamp to hang, made of cast 

iron and lacquered in black. It is a type of 

medium-large dimension lamp, industrial 

design, ideal for above the table. For 3 E27 

bulbs. To highlight its vintage-style golden 

lampholders, which combine very well with 

the black of the entire luminaire.



INDUSTRIAL LAMP PONO CLOCK WORK 

Condition: New 
Lamp with industrial type pulley to 
hang. It is made of cast iron and 
lacquered in black. 
CLOCK WORK name is the little 
sister of the triple pulley lamp of 
our catalog. In addition to being 
the same model, its design is quite 
different since it only counts one 
lamp cap, but the two are totally 
complementary to each other. 
Bulb not included 
Dimensions: 230x1500mm 

Industrial lamp of double 
pulley called Clock Work, of 
attractive and elegant design, 
with an air of retro-old but at 
the same time very 
avant-garde, vintage 
nowadays that is very 
fashionable. 
Its pulley system is VERY 
ORIGINAL AND TRENDY. It 
is composed of a black base 
type ceiling that must be fixed 
to the ceiling and that e [ 
supports the retractable � 
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230mm 



Decorative lantern made of metal and wood 

tyu,,�� 

Notte
Lantern in black metal and wood for LED bulbs E27. 
Ideal to place on the floor, tables or hang it on any hook 
thanks to its handle. 
It has a glazed glass for a perfect diffusion of light. It is 

_ very easy to transport and is ideal for decorating a 
vintage environment. 

'90mm 

Technical characteristics: 
Maximum power: 40W 
Cap: E27 
Voltage: 230V 
Frequency: 50hz 
Material: Wood and metal 

f Measures: 410mm x 
190mm 
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Naval lamp.I' 
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260mm 

Ceiling pipe lamp with hemp rope. It is 
made of galvanized iron and has a hemp 
rope, it has a style making references to the
pipes. Ideal for decorating retro 

;;;;;.:�• environments combining it with different 

.,...:;.==./;:,r-:;.; pipes and hemp lamps. 
The lamp has an E27 cap to combine with 
vintage light bulbs and create a unique 
style. 

Vintage Style  

Ceiling Lamp 

-Industrial

Characteristics of the lamp with 
hemp rope: 
For bulb with E27 socket 
Exterior color: Aged metal. 
Maximum power: 40W 
Material: The rope is of hemp and 
the rest of galvanized iron 
Frequency: 50HZ 
Voltage: 230V 
Industrial or vintage decoration. 
Possibility of knots in the rope and 
create different designs. 



 Vintage Style Pipe Ceiling Lamp 

Otton 
'° 
C 

� Ceiling lamp in the shape of pipes. It has 
3 

a Vintage style ideal for decorating retro 
environments. You can also combine 
the Nutto lamp wrth other pipe style 
lamps to make unique decorations. 
The lamp has an E27 cap to combine 
wrth vintage bulbs. The rope is made of 
hemp and the material is galvanized 
iron. 
Characteristics of the ceiling lamp: 
Exterior color: Aged metal. 
For bulb wrth E27 socket 
Maximum power: 40W 
Material: Galvanized iron and hemp 
rope 
Frequency: 50HZ 
Voltage: 230V 



TocomaTripod !amp with black head. Ideal to 
decorate your home or your store and give a 
vintage look to the environment. 
It supports a maximum power of 40W and the 
bushing is E27. The material of the lamp is made 
of wood and metal with a 10cm extend able tripod. 

400mm 

Technical 
characteristics of the 
lamp: 
Material: Wood and 
metal 
Maximum power: 40W 

f E27 cap 
Voltage: 230V 
Frequency: 50Hz 
The tripod is 
extendable. 
Easy installation. 

TOCAMA



Conniga vintage lamp with 

round head and wooden 

tripod. It has a maximum 

power of 40W and the cap 

is E27, combinable with 

vintage bulbs. 

The material of the lamp is 

made of wood and metal 

with a 10cm extendable 

tripod 

Technical characteristics: 
Material: Wood and metal 
Maximum power: 40W 
E27 cap 
Voltage: 230V 
Frequency: 50Hz 
The tripod is extendable. 
Easy installation. 

Conniga



VINTAGE LAMP ROOF 

The lalll) is idea to c!eroate diF.erent 
emircnmerAs and give lhem a lintage touch. Its 

cesign �s a paiect d'ffusion oi lg1f. in R yw 
am place 3 E14 bubs or look tor adapters from 
E14 to E27 to use Vintage E27 Wls. 
Thanks toils chain you can� R from 1he ceiling 
in the pace where you peter, tl'e round 1Antage 
lamp is a safe tel for interior decmition, espe:ially 

fur retro emirormerns. 

Condition: New 
ROUND VINTAGE ROOF LAMP. Ideal to 
decorate vintage environments and give it a 
unique look. 
It has a maximum power of 40W and the 
bushing is E14. The material of the lamp is 
made of metal 

3 
3 

Technical characteristics of the 
Vintage ceiling lamp: 
Material: Aged metal 
Maximum power: 40W 
E14 cap 
Voltage: 230V 
Frequency 50Hz 
Ceiling light 

Vicona
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Applications of wood lamp 
Interior decoration. 
Ideal for tables and shelves. 
For the home and locals looking 
for a Nordic but unique style. 

LED ARTICULATED WOODEN LAMP FOR YOKI TABLE 

Model: LM101 

Condition: New 

Wooden lamp with the design of a 

man to which you can give shape 

by moving its different joints. 

Its upper screen, where the bulb is 

placed, simulates the head.

Of Nordic design, it is ideal to place 

in different places: tables, shelves, 
furniture ... 

Play with it and discover all its 

different positions. 

YOKI 
l..AMPARA DE MESA I TABLE LAMP 

LAMPE DE TABU 

Color Blanco -Madera I White-Wood I 
Couleur Blanc-Bois 

Cap E27 Max.40W Voltage 230V

Ref. LM101-B 

6 ';K :t. CE 



OREGON LAMP 

- Flexible arm

- VVh�e metal base

- Blue rope cable

- Adjustable wh�e bell
- Material: Metal and natural wood

FLEXI OREGON LAMP

Do you want a luminaire for the desk? Choose the Flexi Oregon lamp, offers 
an ergonomic design that allows focusing the direction and height of the light 
t o  the desired area, thereby achieving greater brightness for the work area. 
The ramp has a modem design combining colors white, blue and natural 
wood, you v,,,;111ove it! 
Applications: 
-Internal use: LED lamp is ideal for desks, both at home and in the office, 
thanks to its size you can easily place it in a corner of the table.
Combinations of LED Lamp: 
You can combine the LED lamp with our LED BULBS for perfect 
lighting. 200mm 

"---------,/ 



Applications: 

Interior use: Ideal to be placed on top 

of a table or a piece of furniture to 

achieve a stylish decoration, both at 

home and at your place or business. 

TABLE LAMP GLASS 

TULE 

Condition: New
LED TULE LAMP 

Wooden base with glass 

dome 

Outstanding and striking 

lighting 

Vintage design with modem 

touches 

Brown rope cable 

Gold lampholder with rustic 

style 

165mm 
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